
What is OIL?

OIL is an independent brand strategy and research consultancy. 

It delivers practical solutions, based on real and relevant insights, which translate 
easily into focussed, executable actions.

Put simply: OIL will either help create new brands from scratch, or else take your  
current brand from where it is, to where it needs it to be.

Smart Research. Simple Strategy.



Who is OIL?

We know that the game we are in is a game of both science & art. The kind of 
game conquered only by a smart and cohesive team. A team made up of talented 
individuals inherently brimming with passion and ambition, constantly striving to 
exceed expectations and excel.

A team who works together to understand our world and constantly dig deeper 
- curiosity would never kill our cat. A team who brings each other back to earth 
when departed in our strategy bubble.

A team who respects each other and our clients, who will always listen first, and 
then talk openly and honestly. A team who always honours promises and deadlines. 
A team who goes home at the end of the day, only to dream of the next thing we 
need to know.
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What does OIL do?

Smart Research. Simple Strategy.



Experience

Services

Beverages

Automotive

Media

Alcohol Pharmaceutical
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FMCG

Agriculture Finance

Where does OIL’s experience lie?
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